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. Introduction 

This study centers on the pedagogical activity of summative 

rade setting in interaction in two educational contexts: 1) Stu- 

ents in year 6 assessing their own performance in a practice test 

aken in class as preparation for a high-stakes national test, and 

) teachers assessing year 9 English speaking tests in collabora- 

ive assessment moderation meetings in a professional develop- 

ent workshop. In these contexts, both students and teachers use 

coring rubrics and are tasked with translating these into a spe- 

ific grade on a test performance. As standardized tests are increas- 

ngly emphasized in education, nationally and internationally, as 

ools for creating accountability and comparison (c.f. Lingard, Mar- 

ino & Rezai-Rashti, 2013 ; Ozga, 2009 ), such classroom prepara- 

ions for high-stakes tests have become increasingly common as- 

essment practices in schools – for teachers as well as students. 

uch practices can also be understood from a perspective of as- 

essment literacy development, a concept which Popham (2011) de- 

nes as “an individual’s understandings of the fundamental assess- 

ent concepts and procedures deemed likely to influence educa- 

ional decisions” (p. 267). For teachers, the development of assess- 

ent literacy is seen as central not only to their professional work 

f assessing students, but can also serve as a shared knowledge 

ase for professional learning, and as a resource for moderation 

nd equity in assessment ( Grainger, Adie, & Weir, 2016; Jönsson 

 Thornberg, 2014; Popham, 2009 ). Likewise, for students – from 

arly school years and onwards – the understanding of assessment 
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nd grading as such has also become teaching content; in turn 

xpected to enhance learners’ abilities to learn and perform well 

 Smith, Worsfold, Davies, Fisher, & McPhail, 2013; Tanner & Pérez 

rieto, 2020 ). In the Swedish national curriculum, for example, stu- 

ents’ ability to evaluate their performance is expressed as one 

oal of education, where students should be able to “assess their 

wn results and relate these and the assessments of others to their 

wn achievements and circumstances" ( Swedish National Agency 

or Education, 2018 , p. 16). Thus, an increased focus on assessment 

n education has also increased the demands on both teachers and 

tudents to develop their assessment literacy. Therefore, a closer 

ook at the practices that evolve from these demands, down to the 

icro-level of assessment talk, is timely and warranted. 

Assessment of student performance in educational contexts en- 

ompasses a wide variety of aims (formative vs. summative pur- 

oses, e.g., Black & Wiliam, 2009 ) and activities (classroom as- 

essment, test grading, term grades). At the center of the present 

tudy lie the socially situated practices of communicating sum- 

ative assessments, as we examine assessment conversations be- 

ween students and between teachers. The conversations in focus 

re designed to develop shared understandings, or assessment lit- 

racy, about how to interpret and apply summative scoring crite- 

ia to specific task performances in national tests. While forma- 

ive assessment aims to support and enhance learning along the 

ay, summative assessments constitute a report of learning, which 

enerally involves assigning a score or grade (e.g., Gardner, 2006 ; 

arlen, 2006 ). Summative assessments, then, are overall judge- 

ents of a particular learner’s knowledge or abilities at a particular 

oint in time, and are commonly assigned at the end of an instruc- 

ional unit or educational stage, or in a test performance. While 

ummative assessments in the form of grades are often communi- 
nder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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ated in, for example, written report cards, they are also communi- 

ated and accounted for in interactions with students, parents, and 

olleagues. 

In the present study, we focus on how the assessment of stu- 

ent performance – of one’s own or that of others – becomes an 

bject for social scrutiny and joint decision-making in interaction 

etween peers and colleagues. The analysis is based on empiri- 

al data from two different contexts – teachers’ collegial talk in 

ollaborative grading of a national test in English as foreign lan- 

uage (EFL) in year nine, and students’ self-assessments of per- 

ormance revealed in peer group talk as part of classroom work 

n preparation for the national test in science in year six. The 

edagogical (and political) justification for such preparation ac- 

ivities is to develop students’ and teachers’ assessment literacy 

nd to contribute to students’ self-regulation of learning. However, 

he pedagogical activities of practicing assessment, in both con- 

exts, constitute potentially delicate social interactions, which in 

urn may work against the institutional goals of developing assess- 

ent skills. From the ethnomethodological stance of Conversation 

nalysis (CA) ( Gardner, 2019 ; Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974 ; 

aring, 2016 ), we adopt an emic, participants’ perspective to the 

ssessment practices and approach assessments as and in situated 

ocial practice, with a focus on the social and interactional accom- 

lishment of assessments of student performance. We specifically 

nvestigate how teachers and students, in the context of national 

esting in compulsory school, manage the institutional activity of 

evealing to each other their assessment of a particular test task 

erformance. Since assessment discussions involve conversational 

orms, social concerns, and epistemic constraints, a closer look at 

he ways in which assessment practice in education play out in 

ocial interaction is warranted. In the present study, we demon- 

trate how assessment practices in both contexts are delicate mat- 

ers, where participants have to balance social concerns that might 

ome in conflict with the institutional goals about developing as- 

essment literacy. We also highlight some social, interactional, and 

rofessional challenges facing students and teachers-as-raters, re- 

pectively, in revealing the outcome of an assessment decision. As 

uch, the present study aims to contribute to ongoing discussions 

n the pros and cons of these types of assessment activities in 

lassrooms, and in teachers’ professional arenas for collaborative 

coring and moderation. 

. Assessment as social practice in education 

In this section, we introduce the type of assessment practices 

n focus in the present study. We detail relevant previous research 

n students’ participation in self-assessment practices ( Section 2.1 ), 

nd continue with a review of teachers’ or raters’ engagement in 

ollaborative assessment as professional practice or professional 

evelopment ( Section 2.2 ). Finally, we turn to some conceptual dis- 

inctions between the term assessment, as generally understood 

n educational research and practice, and the conversation ana- 

ytic treatment of an assessment as a local, situated action-in- 

nteraction ( Pomerantz, 1984 ) in order to clarify the different appli- 

ations of the term assessment in the present study ( Section 2.3 ). 

he section ends with a summary and discussion of how previous 

nowledge on assessment practices has informed the design and 

ocus of the present study. 

.1. Students’ self-assessment of learning 

Students’ performance is generally assessed by teachers, but 

hey are also sometimes explicitly asked to make self-assessments, 

s part of teacher-parent conferences, mentor talks, or in the class- 

oom (e.g.; Hofvendahl, 2006 ; Waring, 2014 ). As for students’ par- 

icipation in educational assessment practices, empirical research 
2 
s relatively limited to date. Research from psychological perspec- 

ives on learning has primarily focused on the importance of stu- 

ents’ development of meta-cognitive and self-regulatory skills, 

ostly in connection with pedagogical ideals of formative assess- 

ents (e.g., Brown & Harris, 2014 ; Sadler, 2010 ). In a research re- 

iew, Panadero, Brown and Strijbos (2015) identify a lack of con- 

istency as regards to conceptualizations of self-assessment. While 

he self-regulatory function of students’ self-assessments is often 

resented as positive in terms of the purpose of formative as- 

essment practices, some studies problematize self-regulation as 

n educational goal, as it promotes students to develop so called 

performative identities” ( Jeffrey & Troman, 2011 , p. 499). The 

uthors point to how coping with performative social practices 

ike test-taking may promote students’ ability to ‘play the system’ 

ather than expanding their learning (see also ( Tanner & Pérez Pri- 

to, 2020 ). In their study of third-graders taking the national test 

n Mathematics in Sweden, Sjöberg, Silfver and Bagger (2015) show 

ow assessment trends, such as national tests, affect students’ 

earner identities in how high-stakes testing causes children to po- 

ition themselves as ‘good’ or’ bad’ in Mathematics. They argue 

hat tests constitute “ a technology used for disciplining children”

p. 70), and that this disciplining “is often a subtle process that 

onetheless produces powerful messages to children about who is 

good”, ”bad”, a ”winner” or ”loser” in the game of the test, and in 

he future” (p. 71). 

Moving toward empirical work on students assessing their own 

erformance, Skovholt, Nordenström and Stokoe (2019) specifi- 

ally examine how students evaluate their own performance or 

ork in conversations with supervisors or facilitators. They ex- 

mine interactional sequences where students are asked to eval- 

ate their own performance on a prior task, such as simulation 

xercises for nursing students, or in individual feedback sessions 

fter an oral presentation in an upper secondary school class- 

oom. The examined examples could mainly be described as for- 

ative practices with a prospective learning purpose, and find- 

ngs show that students’ assessments of their own performances 

ring interactional challenges in relation to eliciting, delivering, 

nd responding to evaluations. The authors demonstrate how stu- 

ents face and display interactional difficulties when asked to of- 

er positive assessments of themselves and their work, which they 

elate to the well-documented underlying social norm that self- 

raise should be avoided as to avoid the risk of being viewed as 

ragging ( Pomerantz, 1984 ; Speer, 2012 ; Waring, 2014 , see also 

ection 2.3 below). The authors argue that besides interactional 

orms against self-praise, assessments are also “constrained by 

ho is entitled to perform them” (p. 54), and in educational con- 

exts, the differential institutional roles of student and teacher bear 

ifferent epistemic rights in terms of assessing performance. While 

kovholt et al. (2019) focus on adult learners, their findings have 

elevance for the younger students’ self-assessments in the present 

tudy where we also add to this knowledge a focus on students’ 

elf-assessments in collaboration with peers, which in terms of so- 

ial and epistemic positions could be expected to be different. 

.2. Teachers’ collaborative assessment practices 

As for teachers’ engagement in assessment practices, it has 

ecome increasingly common that policy makers as well as as- 

essment researchers encourage collaborative assessment between 

aters or teachers as a remedy for challenges with assessment 

quity, especially in the context of large-scale standardized test- 

ng ( Erickson, 2009 ; Swedish Schools Inspectorate, 2013 ). Mod- 

ration (variably referred to as social moderation or consensus 

oderation , see Linn, 1993 ; Sadler, 2013 ) is defined as “a prac-

ice of engagement in which teaching team members develop 

 shared understanding of assessment requirements, standards 
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nd the evidence that demonstrates differing qualities of perfor- 

ance” ( Grainger, Adie, & Weir, 2016 , p. 551); an organized prac- 

ice for the verification of assessment judgements against stan- 

ards ( Bloxham, Hughes & Adie, 2016 ). 

While studies of the long-term effects of moderation are scarce, 

here appears to be agreement regarding the benefits of mod- 

ration activities as professional development. It has been sug- 

ested that calibration through moderation activities appears to 

ontribute to a higher degree of consensus on what is to be as- 

essed ( Jönsson &Thornberg, 2014 , p. 392) and that moderation 

ctivities focusing on building communities for teachers or raters 

ave positive effects on “assessors’ assessment literacy as well as 

nowledge of standards” ( Bloxham et al., 2016 , p. 649). In partic- 

lar, when raters disagree on the assessment of specific learner 

erformances, quality variations can be discussed and negotiated 

n relation to standards, leading to opportunities for professional 

earning (cf. also Adie, Klenowski & Wyatt-Smith, 2012 ). In line 

ith this also Allal (2013) recommends developing activities where 

eachers can “discuss, confront, and negotiate grades assigned”, 

hereby improving the coherence and transparency of individual 

eachers’ judgements in summative assessment (p. 21; 33). 

In studies of moderation, it has been argued that key to its ef- 

ectiveness is that the social climate in the group allows for “the 

epresentation and exploration of dissensus”, which means that the 

otential embedded in disagreement and challenges is nurtured 

s an opportunity for learning ( Moss & Schutz, 2001 , p. 65; see

lso Sadler, 2013 ). As part of an interventionist research project 

n the teaching and assessment of writing in Norwegian primary 

chools, Matre and Solheim (2016) examined interaction in groups 

f teachers conducting collaborative, summative assessment of stu- 

ent texts. Their analyses demonstrate that in particular, one of the 

hree teacher groups probed into individual assessments, and that: 

(…) the critical challenging of one another’s readings and as- 

sessments to a much larger degree open up dialogic spaces 

with the potential for developing knowledge and understand- 

ing. Opposing utterances compel the teachers to argue for their 

points of view and lead them back into the texts to re-read 

and make re-assessments, negotiating their judgements. ( Matre 

& Solheim, 2016 , p. 200). 

The authors conclude that allowing for disagreement in collabo- 

ative assessment should be considered a fruitful route in terms of 

ssessment as such, and for professional learning. Research on con- 

ensus versus disagreement in professional discourse has shown 

hat professional teams generally do not “welcome explicit threats 

o the spirit of consensus” in workplace meetings ( Marra, 2012 , p. 

582; see also Holmes & Marra, 2004 ), and that participants deploy 

arious interactional measures to avoid the potential threat of con- 

ict. Furthermore, the voicing of deviant opinions may temporar- 

ly threaten members’ professional identity (cf. Richards, 2006 ) 

nd when disagreements on, for example, scores, are made pub- 

ic, these divergences are generally treated as socially problem- 

tic. Raclaw and Ford (2017) show that in sequences when diver- 

ence in preliminary scores delivered by different reviewers in a 

rant proposal meeting were made public, participants oriented to 

he displayed divergence as accountable, and as potentially deli- 

ate. Laughter was one interactional resource through which par- 

icipants both indexed and managed the delicacy of moments of 

isagreement and disaffiliation as it “provides an opportunity for 

articipants to jointly engage in smoothing the potential awk- 

ardness of the moment after divergent scores are first reported”

 Raclaw & Ford, 2017 , p. 13). Also Pier et al. (2018) noted that

hile there was low initial agreement among individual review- 

rs on scores on grant proposals, reviewers tended to conform to 

ajority views during calibration discussions, especially when held 

ccountable for their individual scores. This, in turn, will inevitably 
3 
lso challenge one cornerstone of successful collaborative assess- 

ent, namely that different opinions about a particular learner 

erformance create an opportunity for learning and for develop- 

ng a shared understanding of rubrics ( Jönsson & Thornberg, 2014 ). 

ike any other collaborative work practice, assessment discussions 

ay, to varying degrees, require participants to reveal the outcome 

f their individual assessment, and be prepared to have their pro- 

essional judgements challenged by others. As such, the very act of 

haring one’s professional judgement also means displaying pub- 

icly one’s professional competence and/or identity. 

.3. Doing assessment in social interaction 

Finally, as we focus on assessment practices in social interac- 

ion, of relevance to the analyses is the conversation analytic work 

n assessments that describe a particular type of action in social 

nteraction rather than an educational goal or practice. This frame- 

ork is central to the present study, as the analyses center on 

ow participants (students and teachers) deliver their individual 

ssessments of a test performance in the form of self-assessments 

nd other-assessments in educational contexts. From a CA perspec- 

ive, assessments refer to the routine and organized ways in which 

articipants in social interaction both produce and respond to as- 

essments about the social activities in which they participate, or 

ave participated in. In her seminal work on assessments in in- 

eraction, Pomerantz (1984) observe how people provide assess- 

ents in and about joint activities, when reporting on participa- 

ion in activities outside the present interaction, and in turns fol- 

owing upon a first assessment. Pomerantz also demonstrated an 

nderlying structural preference for agreeing with a first assess- 

ent and demonstrated how disagreements with the first assess- 

ent were characterized by delays, mitigations, and hesitations 

n their production. Disagreeing with a first assessment is thus 

n accountable, structurally dispreferred action, while agreement 

which is structurally invited by first assessor) are preferred ac- 

ions, generally not showing the production of delays and mitiga- 

ions (such as well, uh , and gaps) as dispreferred ones. Two excep- 

ions to the preference for agreement with a first assessment is in 

esponse to self-deprecations, where disagreement is the preferred 

esponse, and in the receipt of compliments (cf. Pomerantz, 1978 ). 

owever, as noted by Lindström and Mondada (2009) , Pomerantz’ 

1984) work centered mainly on second assessments next to first 

ssessments, and how these may include an upgrade, a down- 

rade, or a same-level assessment as the first . While upgrades do 

he work of displaying strong agreement, downgrades can generate 

isagreement sequences, or show weak affiliation with the prior 

peaker’s assessment. More recent work on assessments has also 

hown that relative knowledge on what is being assessed plays 

 role in the production of first and second assessments, and in- 

vitably make relevant epistemic issues of in the evaluation of 

ho has the rights to assess persons or objects ( Heritage & Ray- 

ond, 2005 , p. 16). Additionally, institutional contexts in which 

ssessing is the central business of the encounter, are rich con- 

exts for the study of assessments, such as in assessing student 

erformance ( Pillet-Shore, 2003 ; Skovholt et al., 2019 ), editorial 

onferences ( Clayman, 1998 ), or performance appraisal interviews 

 Asmu β , 2008 ), to mention a few. 

.4. Summing up: assessment practices as social events 

Given the faith in collaborative and reflective assessment prac- 

ices in education today, and the time invested in them, further 

xamination of how they play out in classroom or collegial set- 

ings is warranted. Having reviewed work in two distinct assess- 

ent contexts – students’ self-assessments of performance, and 

eachers’/raters’ collaborative assessment of learner performance, 
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1 Soon after our data collection, these particular subject tests were withdrawn, 

but at the time of the study the students took four sub-tests in Biology and in 

Social studies. 
t can be concluded that participation in assessment practices is 

o straightforward task, for social/interactional as well as institu- 

ional reasons. Firstly, research on the local conditions for students’ 

eflective and self-evaluative practice are scarce, and Skovholt, 

ordenström and Stokoe’s (2019) represent a strong example of 

ow close examination of such reflective practices can challenge 

nd provide further support for development of fruitful assess- 

ent practices. Secondly, a review of studies on the delivery of 

valuations in professional collaborative interaction (e.g. Raclaw 

 Ford, 2017 ) revealed that public disagreement requires careful 

nteractional work, but may also yield gains in terms of shared 

nderstandings of the application of scoring criteria. The present 

tudy builds on this previous work and also on conversation ana- 

ytic work on assessments in social interaction ( Pomerantz, 1984 ) 

nd aims to shed light on the interactional and institutional activ- 

ty of announcing one’s assessments (self- assessments and other- 

ssessments) in interactions with peers and colleagues. 

. Data and methodology 

.1. Empirical context 

The empirical context of this study consists of assessments 

ractices related to the Swedish national testing system. In Swe- 

en, students take national tests in Swedish, English and Math- 

matics in year 3, 6 and 9. Additionally, during a short period 

2013–2015) students in year 6 also took tests in Social Studies 

nd Science, which are no longer mandatory in year 6 but are 

till so for year 9 students. While not final exams in a traditional 

ense, the national tests are designed to have “an advisory func- 

ion in teachers’ decision-making regarding students’ final grades”

 Borger, 2019 , p. 155; see also Swedish Ministry of Education & 

esearch, 2017 , pp. 22–23), and considered “distinctly high-stakes”

 Borger, 2019 , p. 155). As the students’ own teachers act as the ex-

miners of the national tests, they are also responsible for prepar- 

ng their classes for the test, for administering the tests, for grading 

hem, and for submitting the results to the authorities. Following 

he grading system in Sweden, the national tests are graded ac- 

ording to a scale from A – F, where A is the highest grade and

 is the lowest passing grade (i.e., meeting the knowledge require- 

ents for a particular level). An F grade means that the knowledge 

equirements stated have not been fulfilled; thus, an F is a failing 

rade. 

.2. Data and participants 

As we are interested in practices surrounding high-stakes as- 

essment – for teachers and students – we draw on two datasets 

hich both center on national testing: the Testing Talk project 

Swedish Research Council, 2012–4129) and the project Pupils’ sto- 

ies about grades (Swedish Research Council, 2013-1668). The stu- 

ent assessment data comes from a larger study on students’ ex- 

eriences of doing national tests and getting grades (see ( Löfgren, 

öfgren, & Pérez Prieto, 2018; Tanner & Pérez Prieto, 2020 ). The 

ataset consists of a total of 13 lessons in two different year 6 

lassrooms, out of which four lessons had the purpose of prac- 

icing self-assessments of students’ own performance on written 

ehearsals, or practice tests, for the high-stakes Biology and Social 

tudies tests in 6th grade, which were conducted in the classroom. 

he examples selected for further analysis in this article both come 

rom the Biology lesson, where two different groups of students 

re recorded as they collaborate. All students in the class were 

ivided into groups by the teacher, and all groups were mixed- 

ender, but with no other specific criteria. The students produced 

nswers to the old test tasks, and then jointly practiced assessing 

heir own performance in relation to criteria on the grade levels 
4 
, C or E. Worth noting here is that although the grading scale 

pans from A to F, descriptive texts and benchmarks are generally 

nly provided for grades A, C, or E in the assessment materials to 

eachers. Even if this particular test is no longer in use, 1 prepa- 

ations using older test assignments is a common practice also in 

ther school subjects that still have the national tests, and there- 

ore they work well as an example in relation to the aims of the 

resent study. 

The teacher assessment data consists of four video-recordings 

f second language (L2) English teachers doing collaborative as- 

essment (CASS) of a paired speaking test in year 9 of compulsory 

chool (the National English Speaking Test, NEST). It is drawn from 

 collection of four meetings between teachers-as-raters, with a to- 

al recording time of 200 min (3,33 h), and the selected recording 

eatures three English teachers in one of these four groups. The 

nglish test, which is compulsory in 6th and 9th grade, consists of 

hree parts: Speaking (A), Listening and Reading (B) and Writing 

C). The data analyzed in the present paper comes from a work- 

hop where four groups of English teachers worked with collabora- 

ive assessments of one recorded authentic NEST Speaking test (see 

andlund & Sundqvist, 2019 , for a more extensive description of 

he research design). The teachers were attendees at a professional 

evelopment day for English teachers organized by a university re- 

earch center, and had volunteered for a workshop on collabora- 

ive assessment of L2 speaking. All ( N = 13) had a teacher degree 

n English, and had worked for more than four years, except for 

ne, who had only worked as an English teacher for six months 

range 6 months – 25 years). The teachers were provided with 

ne NEST recording featuring two learners and their co-present 

eacher. The teachers first listened to the selected test recording 

n full, while taking notes and making initial assessments individ- 

ally (a similar procedure applied by May, 2011 ). Raters were then 

ivided into four groups, combined so that they consisted of teach- 

rs from different schools. All four CASS moderation meetings were 

ideo-recorded in their entirety and the recordings range between 

2 and 55 min. Teachers were provided with the authentic assess- 

ent materials for the test in question, which consist of a book- 

et with instructions for assessment, performance descriptors, and 

ritten descriptions about characteristics of a performance at the 

rade levels A, C, and E, were instructed to discuss their views and 

nitial assessments of the two learners, and finally, to agree on a 

est grade for each learner. 

As described above, both datasets thus center on assessing 

earner performance in a national test; however, there are contex- 

ual differences. For one, the datasets have different school sub- 

ects in focus and also, different school years, as the classroom 

ata is from year 6 and the teacher data centers on the assessment 

f a national test in year 9. With these differences in mind, how- 

ver, the present study centers on interactional practices of reveal- 

ng summative assessments, and as such, the national testing sys- 

em with its multifaceted assessment levels, constitutes a relevant 

verall frame in which the data allows us to shed light upon such 

ractices at different but interrelated arenas. Furthermore, while 

he classroom data centers on students’ self-assessment of their 

erformance according to standards, the teacher data encompasses 

eachers’ professional judgments of learner test performance, but 

oth contexts can shed light on the interactional complexities of 

evealing to others an evaluation of performance in an educational 

ontext. 

The combination of data from the two projects is in line with 

he original scope formulations of both, and the projects have been 

pproved by regional ethics boards. Participants – and, for the stu- 
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Table 1 

Overview of data presented. 

Data excerpt Description National test subject School year Participants 

1 Classroom Biology 6 Students ( N = 4) 

2 Classroom Biology 6 Students ( N = 4) 

3 Classroom Biology 6 Students ( N = 4), biology teacher ( N = 1) 

4 Teachers’ assessment meeting English 9 English teachers ( N = 3) 
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2 Swe. Naturorienterande ämnen (NO) 
ents – their legal guardians, had given their consent to partici- 

ate and to be video-recorded. For the sake of protecting partic- 

pants’ identities, pseudonyms are used throughout, and drawings 

re used for images from the recordings illustrating embodied con- 

uct. 

.3. Analytic approach 

In order to examine how participants in educational inter- 

ctions orient to and manage the assessment of performance, 

e adopt a conversation analytic (CA) approach. CA as an ap- 

roach takes sequential organization of naturally occurring conver- 

ations in and beyond institutional settings as a point of depar- 

ure ( Markee, 2015 ; Sacks et al., 1974 ; Schegloff, 2007 ) and aims

o “understand tacit social order through the concrete details of 

alk-in-interaction” ( Malabarba & Nguyen, 2019 , p. 3). Grounded 

n ethnomethodology’s members’ perspective, CA sets out to un- 

over the methods that social actors themselves use to accomplish, 

aintain, and make sense of their social contexts, focusing on ac- 

ions and the resources (linguistic and embodied) used to build 

uch actions, in sequences of social interaction (cf. Clift, 2016 ). 

s such resources are oriented to and treated as meaningful by 

articipants themselves in situated talk, CA transcripts set out to 

apture the fine-grained details of interaction, including “volume, 

itch, pace, intonation, overlap, inbreath, smiley voice, the length 

f silence, as well as nonverbal conduct” ( Waring, 2016 , p. 46). 

he analytic process is inductive, and through close inspection of 

 piece of recorded data and the accompanying transcript, the an- 

lyst’s task is to demonstrate the workings of sequences from an 

mic perspective – i.e. to uncover participants’ own analyses of a 

tretch of talk as they interpret prior talk and respond to their co- 

nteractants’ contributions. 

Data for the present study have been transcribed accord- 

ng to conventions commonly used in conversation analytic re- 

earch (see Atkinson & Heritage, 1984 ; Jefferson, 2004 : Hepburn 

 Bolden, 2013 ). The two datasets were scanned for sequences 

n which students (Year 6 classroom work on national tests) and 

eachers (as raters of the Year 9 NEST) announce to their peers 

n assessment of test performance, and the subsequent trajec- 

ories following the assessment revelation. We searched through 

ll recordings in the two datasets and identified all sequences in 

hich students and teachers, in different group constellations, dis- 

uss, compare and decide on a grade for a certain student per- 

ormance on the national tests. As described above, for the class- 

oom data from year 6, two lessons out of 13 recorded were de- 

oted to this particular activity, and for the teacher data, all four 

ecordings contained sequences where the teachers revealed their 

ndividual assessments to each other. For the analysis presented 

n the present paper, we selected for presentation sequences from 

ne of the lessons (the one about Biology) that represent differ- 

nt trajectories identified in the data as a whole. We will show 

hese different aspects of the assessment practices examined in re- 

ation to peer-interaction ( Excerpts 1 and 2 ), teacher-student inter- 

ction ( Excerpt 3 ) and teacher-teacher interaction (Excerpt 4). The 

elected video-recorded data presented is illustrated in Table 1 . 
5 
As the present study is qualitative, each sequence is treated as 

 single case with its own internal logic, but the excerpts pre- 

ented were selected because they were considered typical among 

ll identified sequences in terms of how participants orient to as- 

essment revelations. 

. Findings 

In our analytic presentation, we first examine three segments 

rom a classroom activity where students practice assessing their 

wn performances in a practice test task, in which they are in- 

tructed to discuss their assessments in peer groups based on the 

ational test grading criteria. Our analysis of the student sequences 

how how the act of revealing a judgement of one’s own task per- 

ormance is treated as socially delicate by participants. We focus 

pecifically on demonstrating how the delicacy of revealing posi- 

ive self-assessments is managed, and on how epistemic asymme- 

ries in classroom interaction impact on the revelation sequences. 

ubsequently, we examine a sequence from three teachers’ col- 

egial assessment discussions regarding student performance in a 

aired speaking test in L2 English. Our analysis shows how par- 

icipants treat the revelation of an assessment of student perfor- 

ance as delicate business, and the first professional judgement 

evealed is treated as an accountable action, where subsequent 

nd divergent judgements are delayed. As such, revealing a pro- 

essional opinion to colleagues is not a neutral activity, and partic- 

pants show their management of this delicacy in different ways. 

.1. Students revealing self-assessments 

The first example comes from a lesson in Biology in Swedish 

chool year 6, with two groups of 12-year-old students preparing 

or an upcoming national test in Biology, which in Sweden is one 

ut of three Science subjects collectively referred to as NO 

2 ; the 

thers being Chemistry and Physics. The students have been writ- 

ng individual answers to a test task, which instructs them to com- 

ose advice to a fictional friend mentioned in the task about how 

 cold might affect participation in a soccer training camp and a 

occer cup. The class teacher has talked about the scoring rubrics 

or this specific task and also highlighted a checklist, which directs 

he students to give medically and scientifically sound advice to 

heir fictional friend, based on reasonable and appropriate argu- 

ents (see Fig. 1 ). 

Excerpt 1 involves a group of the four students Anders, Birgitta, 

aj and Doris, sitting at their student desks, facing each other (see 

ig. 2 ). 

The sequence is extracted from the discussion in this group. 

heir task is to discuss and compare their different test answers 

nd evaluate them in relation to the rubrics for grading, and as 

e enter, there has been a brief silence following a first general 

iscussion of the task. Caj then opens the discussion with an as- 

essment of his own text (line 1): 
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Fig. 1. Sample answer to the test task plus task checklist. 

Excerpt 1. “Mine sucked”. 

Fig. 2. Student configuration at the outset of Excerpt 1 . 
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In excerpt 1, Caj initiates an evaluation of his own test an- 

wer with an assessment: mine sucked (line 1), leaving the assess- 

ble (his test answer) unspecified. This assessment has a sequence- 

nitiating function in that it is the first to attend to the task- 

t-hand (discussing and assessing their individual performance), 
6 
nd announces to the group his stance towards his own perfor- 

ance. Even if he does not explicitly refer to a specific grade 

n the A − F scale, he evaluates his own performance as sub- 

tandard. Caj’s announcement is not explicitly addressing any spe- 

ific participant, and it is first followed by a notable silence of 

.9 s (line 2). The delay in responding can be heard as an indi- 

ation of some kind of interactional trouble – either relating to 

ow to answer Caj, or who should answer. Subsequently, Doris 

ffers a delayed minimal response with a disagreeing no parti- 

le (line 3). Making negations is one common way of disagreeing 

ith self-deprecations, such as Caj’s, ( Pomerantz, 1984 , p. 84), and 

hile such preferred answers often come quickly after an initiat- 

ng turn ( Robinson, 2020 ), Doris’ minimal answer is preceded by 

 pause. As such, her delayed response, while verbally disagree- 

ng with Caj’s negative self-assessment, does not offer clear affili- 

tion with Caj, as would an immediate response like “no, I’m sure 

t didn’t”. However, Caj appears to treat his own prior assessment, 

nd perhaps in light of co-participants’ delayed response, as ac- 

ountable. He proceeds by accounting for the assessment in lines 

–5: cause I did not have any good reasons or I did not have any of

hose reas- (lines 4—5). His-incomplete production of reas- refers 

o the advice (Swe. anledningar , reasons) that are listed in the bul- 

et points in the instructions (see Fig. 1 ), where the provision of 

dvice supported by reasons is highlighted as an assessment cri- 

erion. In response to Caj’s account, Birgitta (line 6), in overlap, 

roduces an affiliating self-deprecation by announcing that she, 

oo, had a substandard test answer: me then, line 6). Here, the 

wedish ja’ra is produced as a contraction of the pronoun “jag”

me) and “då” (then), which is a common way of expressing a sen- 

iment like “well you should see mine then” or “well then you 

hould see mine”. The first person pronoun, me, is emphasized, 

nd her turn could be heard as regrading Caj’s self-deprecation: 

irgitta’s turn implies that neither she gave any reasons, and that 

er test answer is just as bad as, or worse than, Caj’s. Next, Doris 

ecycles the gist of Birgitta’s turn format and adds an assess- 

ent of her own test answer: well what about me then (line 7), 

hich casts her own performance as equally, or more substan- 

ard than preceding speakers. In this context, Doris’ and Birgitta’s 

esponses could be understood as affiliative in that their self- 

ssessments display solidarity (cf. Clayman, 2002 ) with Caj’s initial 

elf-deprecation by describing their own performances as substan- 

ard as well. As such, the production of second self-deprecations 

ould be seen as affiliative actions deployed in service of manag- 

ng the delicacy of responding to them (see Lindström & Sorjonen, 

012 ). 

In overlap with Doris, Caj (line 8) formulates a candidate test 

nswer to the first bullet point in the checklist (see Fig. 2 ), which

tates that the reasons given should be about a cold and the body. 
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is- you get like sicker in the body orients to the bullet point, but its

roduction is hearable as a simultaneous assessment of this type 

f answer as perhaps too simple: it is delivered with an animated, 

mocking’ tone, in a similar way as participants in social interaction 

se reported speech (cf. Holt, 1996 ) to both report on and assess 

ome piece of prior talk. In this case, Caj’s formulation of a possi- 

le test answer seems to simultaneously mock the type of test an- 

wer that could be given based on the instructions. Birgitta’s next 

urn, with a turn-initial and marking it as an addition to Caj’s turn, 

lso orients to the test instructions: and then it should be about NO 

line 9). As such, Birgitta adds what she treats as an additional as- 

ect that a test answer should contain – a clear grounding in the 

chool subject NO, which can be heard as Birgitta treating Caj’s im- 

lied assessment of the instructions as valid and understandable. 

he discussion is here fast-paced, and it is difficult to hear ex- 

ctly what is said in lines 10 and 11, but it seems as if two of the

tudents (probably Anders and Birgitta) are still oriented towards 

aj’s suggestion in line 8, and producing comparisons of that an- 

wer to their own. However, in line 12, Doris builds on Caj’s and 

irgitta’s orientations to the instructions, and hearably claims non- 

nderstanding of the task: but I don’t get it says you should use your 

O skills. In a softer voice, she produces a complaint-type turn: we 

ave not learnt (line 13), which shifts the focus from a lack of un- 

erstanding on her part to the teaching preceding the test – there 

s something in what is expected from this task that they haven’t 

earned in class. However, she appears to abandon the turn and 

estarts with or what should one write what that is then (lines 13 

nd 15). As such, Doris’ turn expresses non-comprehension, but 

lso a complaint against the demands of the task. The emphasis 

n that is produced with an intonation rise, and seems to be do- 

ng the work of displaying non-comprehension and questioning of 

he task. The audio quality constrains some of the analysis in lines 

4 and 16 as two students (not possible to distinguish who) offer 

inimal responses that appear to affiliate with her complaint, and 

n line 17 Birgitta adds on something that we hear as no I like- 

also difficult to distinguish) which could be heard as agreement 

ith the gist of Doris’ complaints – she too found the expectations 

f the task almost impossible to fulfill. In overlap with Birgitta, Caj 

hows understanding of Doris’ incomplete turn about the teaching, 

tating that they indeed haven’t learnt anything about like colds and 

uch, right (lines 18–19). This orients to Doris’ previous turn (lines 

4 and 15) as complaint-indicative, on which he builds an addi- 

ional complaint – that medical/physical aspects of colds have not 
Fig. 3. Student configuration at

7 
een dealt with in class – which in turn challenges the doability 

f the task. 

In this sequence, the students’ task is to come up with sum- 

ative self-assessments of their own performances on a test task 

n relation to specific grading rubrics. Aside from displaying that 

hey find the task instructions difficult, and that they also each as- 

ess their own attempts at answering the test task as not meet- 

ng the requirements of the instructions, the students also face an- 

ther possible interactional difficulty: they are asked to make qual- 

fied judgements that are normally acknowledged to be part of the 

eachers’ expertise ( Skovholt et al., 2019 ; Tainio & Laine, 2015 ). 

ssessing one’s own performance can therefore be considered 

isky business, as going either too high or too low may put the 

peaker at risk of being held accountable, or to impact on the 

ype of student identity that is displayed. As Attenborough and 

tokoe (2012) have shown, students, in interaction with other stu- 

ents, have to manage interactional constraints against self-praise 

which is dispreferred) as well as institutional expectations to ex- 

el in their studies. As a result, being a student means being man- 

ging the “ ‘correctness’ of doing publicly observable displays of 

average-ness’ not ‘brilliance’ ( Attenborough & Stokoe, 2012 , p. 14), 

hich can be seen in attempts at mitigating risks of being seen 

s too ambitious, knowing too much, or bragging. In our data, 

hese interactional risks are managed through Caj’s initial self- 

eprecation, to which his peers first object but then show solidar- 

ty with. Together, they lower the expectations of their individual 

nswers, and in stepwise manner, their self-assessments progress 

nto a complaint sequence where the task and the class teaching 

re assigned blame for their inability to perform well. Complaint 

equences often work as resources to make a personally experi- 

nced problem into interpersonal difficulties through being shared 

ith others ( Heinemann & Traverso, 2009 ). This strategy, in turn, 

orks proactively as it pre-empts having to give a positive as- 

essment of one’s own performance that in turn could be under- 

tood as self-praise and potentially lead to accusations of bragging 

cf. Pomerantz, 1978 ). As the initial self-deprecating assessment is 

urned into a shared complaint about a third party (the lack of 

onvergence between the test task and NO lessons), the students 

an affiliate with each other’s substandard performances, and join 

orces against a common enemy. In Lerner’s (1993) words, partici- 

ants collectively position themselves in a conjoined unit against 

he teaching, which works to mitigate the delicacy of revealing 

heir self-assessments of performance. Consequently, the very act 
 the outset of Excerpt 2 . 
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Excerpt 2. How do you know that? 
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f revealing judgment of one’s own task performance is treated as 

ocially delicate, and as such, requires careful interactional man- 

gement. 

Excerpt 2 is taken from a different group during the same activ- 

ty, involving students Anna, Britta, Calle and Dan ( Fig. 3 ). Prior to

he sequence examined, the class teacher has presented the qual- 

tative differences between the grades A, C, and E. Immediately 

rior to line 26 below, the students in the group have read aloud 

heir different test task answers to each other, and like the stu- 

ents in Excerpt 1 , they have specifically noted that their answers 

hould be about colds and the body (lines 1–25, not shown in tran- 

cript). As we enter, Britta, who had adopted a leading role in prior 

alk, offers a candidate summary of the gist of their respective test 

nswers. 

Britta’s turn identifies, although based on different reasons, a 

ommon denominator in their respective answers ( but we think al- 

ost the same ) in that they had all provided the same piece of ad-

ice to the fictional peer (lines 26–28). Her turn invites confirma- 

ion, and Anna responds with an affirmative yes (line 29). Calle also 

esponds affirmatively (line 30), yes, and, rather abruptly, proceeds 

ith announcing the individual grade he had assigned himself in 

he task: well I wrote that I got a D (line 30). His-announcement 

omes without any pre-announcement actions, and by using the 

ormulation I wrote (as opposed to other alternative formulations 

uch as I think, I believe , or even mine is definitely …), his selec-

ion of I wrote puts some distance between himself and the self- 

ssessment – he reports on a past action rather than makes a claim 

n situ . There is a notable silence (line 31) before Britta initiates 

epair saying ha? (Swe) with rising intonation (Swe. “ha” is diffi- 

ult to translate, but is understood similar to “what?” in English) 

line 32). Repair is a mechanism for dealing with problems in pro- 

uction, hearing, or understanding ( Hayashi, Raymond & Sidnell, 

013 ), and Wilkinson and Kitzinger (2006) have shown how dis- 

lays of surprise are sequentially formed as interactional achieve- 

ents. Such displays of surprise reveal “norms, values and expec- 

ations in a taken-for granted world” (p. 178). In this case, Britta’s 

epair initiation works as to display ‘surprise’ at Calle’s announce- 

ent – whether the surprise display is directed at his abrupt an- 

ouncement or his self-assessment is unclear at this point. Calle 

oes not treat Britta’s ha? as a repair initiator, but instead, silence 

ollows (line 33). Dan, then, explicitly holds Calle accountable for 

is self-evaluation in a question format: how do you know that (line 
8 
4). Histurn questions Calle’s degree of epistemic certainty in the 

atter ( Stivers, Mondada & Steensig, 2011 ) and requests Calle to 

rovide evidence for his knowing stance. Britta and then Anna both 

espond to Dan’s question with short laughing sounds, with no 

verlap in their laugh particles. In their responses to Dan, the three 

ther students seem to treat his assessment as unexpectedly high, 

nd as a form of self-praise, where the laughter marks the deli- 

acy of the moment succeeding Dan’s question, which is pressing 

alle to account for his assessment (lines 35–36). Calle responds 

mmediately, with certainty or even some degree of ‘stubbornness’ 

n his voice (for lack of a better technical description), asserting his 

nowledge in the matter at hand ( cause I know that , line 37). Note

hat he does not offer any further accounts for how he came up 

ith the D grade. Next, Britta and Anna seem to align with Dan’s 

uestioning stance and disqualify Calle’s claim by initiating playful 

ypothetical assessments of their own answers. Both, in consecu- 

ive turns, claim that as a result of Calle’s certainty and a lack of a

alid account for it, they can be equally sure that they would get 

ven the highest grade A ( yes ha I will get an A then and mm me

oo , lines 38–39). In overlap with Anna, Calle refuses to give any 

urther account in relation to the grade criteria and claims that his 

nowledge is based on a talent to look into the future (line 40). 

In contrast to Excerpt 1 , which was initiated with an overt neg- 

tive self-evaluation ( mine sucked, line 1), Calle announces his self- 

ssessment in the form of a D grade, which is one step above the 

assing limit (i.e., an E). While a D is not automatically a posi- 

ive assessment, co-participants indeed seem to hear Calle’s self- 

ssessment as doing at least some degree of self-praise, as he 

laims a grade for which he has yet to provide evidence in support. 

s noted also in relation to Excerpt 1 , self-praise is structurally 

ispreferred when delivered as a first pair part ( Pomerantz, 1978 ; 

984 ; Schegloff, 2007 ), since “the subject of the self-praise (the 

peaker) and the object (the thing being praised) is the same”

 Speer, 2012 , p. 56; see also Edwards, 2005 ; Skovholt et al., 2019 ).

s such, self-praise is an interactionally risky matter, and studies 

ave shown an interactional preference for embedding self-praise 

n relation to a third party attribution ( Speer, 2012 ). A speaker 

elivering self-praise without support from some other person’s 

udgement or some objective criteria, is often expected by a recipi- 

nt to provide additional ‘evidence’, which is what we observed in 

ine 34. The marked silence before Dan’s direct question, together 

ith Britta and Anna’s laughter and subsequent joking about de- 
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Fig. 4. Configuration at the outset of Excerpt 3 . 
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Excerpt 3. Did you end up at something? 

m
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erving an A if Calle deserves a D, also reveal something about 

he delicacy of responding to self-praise. Britta’s and Anna’s ex- 

ggerated claims appears to function similarly to teasing activities, 

n interactional resource that tend to occur in sequential environ- 

ents where a participant has been overdoing complaining, brag- 

ing, or elaborating on something ( Drew, 1987; Sandlund, 2004 ). 

Overall, Excerpt 2 reveals the social delicacy of making posi- 

ive self-assessments in peer groups, where the volunteering of a 

igher assessment than the baseline E grade is risky: It makes the 

peaker accountable for providing evidence, and vulnerable to jok- 

ng and teasing from co-participants. In addition, co-participants 

re put in a difficult situation about how to respond in relation 

o a (too) high evaluation. As such, our analysis supports those of 

kovholt et al. (2019) , who conclude that “it is easier to assess one-

elf negatively than to assess oneself positively” as “students orient 

owards the constraints against self-praise” (p. 53). Furthermore, 

e can note that for recipients, it seems easier to respond to self- 

eprecations (as in Excerpt 1 ) than to self-praise (as in Excerpt 2 ). 

Later in the same lesson, the teacher moves between the groups 

o follow up the assessment discussions. In Excerpt 3 , the teacher 

 Fig. 4 ) approaches the group we saw in Excerpt 2 , but a bit later

n their interaction. 

As the teacher comes up to the student desks, she addresses 

he students as a group (line 1), asking if they did end up with 

omething (line 1). The question targets the task, and bears an as- 

umption that the students have arrived at assessments of their 

nswers. After a 0.9 second gap, Britta and Anna respond, display- 

ng that they orient to the polar question as a request for an- 

ouncing their assessments (rather than just providing the struc- 

urally relevant yes or no ). In overlap, both initiate their turns 

ith I think (lines 3 and 4). The use of “I think” here should 

ot automatically be interpreted as an individual’s account of an 

nternal mental state of uncertainty, but rather, as a linguistic 

arker for displaying a particular epistemic stance in relation to 

o-participants ( Kärkkäinen, 2006 ). Stancetaking in conversation is 

n intersubjective activity related to asymmetries in terms of au- 

hority, responsibility, and access to knowledge in specific contexts 

c.f. Kärkkäinen, 2006 ; Stivers et al., 2011 ), and here, the students 

se of “I think” can be understood as positioning themselves as 

ess knowing that the teacher who has the epistemic authority 

ith regards to assessing the accuracy of their assessments of their 

est answers. As such, the students’ “I think” work to downplay 

laims of accuracy on their upcoming assessments. While Britta 

oves out of the overlap, Anna presents her suggestion for a grade, 

 think I got an E, and immediately provides support for the assess- 
9 
ent, because I- I didn’t give that much like reasons, (lines 4 −5). Her 

ccount is referring to the grading criteria as a common ground 

s they were introduced to whole class prior to the discussions, 

here the teacher made clear that the passing grade E required 

ne piece of advice accompanied by at least one solid medical rea- 

on. “Reasons” is a keyword in the criteria, and in overlap, the 

eacher and Anna simultaneously complete Anna’s turn with the 

ord reasons (line 5 and 6). The teacher’s reasons is followed by a 

o, which is heard as a confirmation that “reasons” is the correct 

rounds for the evaluation. In overlap with the teacher’s no , Britta 

dds her own assessment by aligning with Anna’s ( same here, 

ine 7). 
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Two out of four students have now announced their self- 

ssessments, and after a hearable silence of 1.6 s, Dan volunteers a 

hird announcement, which aligns with those of Anna and Britta, 

 think I also got an E (line 9), delivered with an emphasis on also

nd a turn-final intonation rise. The teacher’s minimal acknowl- 

dgement (line 10) projects that a continuation from Dan is ex- 

ected, and Dan aligns by offering an account for his E grade cause 

 did not give that very much (line 11). The lexical choice of give 

ndexes that he also orients his response to the criteria of “giv- 

ng” reasons, which provides further support to the solidity of his 

ssessment. Calle, then, overlapping Dan’s account, reveals the out- 

ome of his analysis in line 12. Note that this is the same student 

ho was challenged for claiming a D grade in Excerpt 2 , and this

ime, Calle proposes a higher grade for his performance: I think I 

ot a C but I don’t know (lines 11–12). The epistemic formulation 

dded, I don’t know, works to hedge the accuracy of his assess- 

ent. This time, none of his peers treat his assessment as self- 

raise, likely because his turn is a second pair part to the teacher’s 

uestion who is also a primary recipient of his announcement 

nd expected to have epistemic authority to judge. The teacher 

oes not immediately respond, and Calle’s proposal is followed by 

ritta’s turn, who also adds an epistemic marker of uncertainty 

 no I don’t know either, line 14). Previous work on “I don’t know”

s an epistemic marker for insufficient knowledge points out how 

lthough it can accomplish a variety of different actions, it al- 

ays indicates some kind of problem with the answerability of the 

uestion ( Beach & Metzger, 1997 ; Iversen, 2014 ; Kärkkäinen, 2006 ; 

eevallik, 2011 ). In this case, marking their assessments as uncer- 

ain show students’ orientation to epistemic asymmetries, which 

s in line with previous work on how claims of “no knowledge”

s tied to the sequential contingencies and social ascriptions of 

nowledge between participants ( Keevallik, 2011 ). The students’ 

se of “I don’t know” can also be heard as inviting a second as- 

essment or confirmation/rejection of their assessments from the 

eacher. 

In line 15, the teacher takes the floor with a clearly pronounced 

o , produced with an upward intonation, which seems to confirm 

hat she has understood their uncertainty and expectation of next 

ctions from her. This is followed by a silence, during which the 

eacher sits down next to Calle so that she can read his answer. 

er but just you think a little (line 17) invites the students to reflect 

urther. Her use of the generic third person pronoun man shows 

hat her turn is not directed to Calle specifically, but functions as a 

eneral appeal to the students to step back and reflect on the as- 

essment criteria in relation to their answers. Using Calle as an il- 

ustration, she allows herself access to his written test answer (line 

7), and after a short silence where she gazes at his piece of pa-

er, she appears to read aloud from his text: rest yourself (line 18) 

presumably the advice Calle has provided to the fictional peer). 

here is a parallel interaction between the other students while 

he teacher is reading Calle’s answer (lines 19–21), after which 

alle’s minimally acknowledges the teacher’s formulation (line 22). 

fter marked gap (line 23), the teacher produces her assessment 

f Calle’s answer: we:ll ( Swe . njae, a response particle combining 

o and yes ) an E (line 24). Her turn-initial, disagreeing particle is 

roduced slowly, with the shape of a dispreferred turn. As such, 

aving inspected hos written answer, the teacher shows disagree- 

ent with Calle’s self-assessment and downgrades it two steps –

rom his suggested C to an E. While the interaction shows partici- 

ants orienting to the teacher’s authority in assessing students’ as- 

essments, we can also see that the preference for agreement with 

rst assessments makes downgrading the students’ suggestion of a 

pecific grade a delicate matter. 

Compared to the first two excerpts that showed student- 

tudent interactions, the interaction in this third example is more 

symmetric as the responsibility for delivering a second, con- 
10 
rming or downgrading, assessment is assigned to the teacher. 

eritage and Raymond (2005, p. 16) point out that second as- 

essments inevitably make relevant questions of relative epistemic 

ights to evaluate the state of affairs, and in everyday conversation, 

t is usually the first assessor who claims primary rights to assess. 

owever, in this institutional interaction, it is clearly the teacher 

ho is treated as the one having epistemic primacy ( Stivers et al., 

011 , p. 9), while students’ preceding announcements are delivered 

ith try-marked intonation ( Sacks & Schegloff, 1979 , p. 18), epis- 

emic markers of uncertainty (such as I think or I don’t know ), and 

otable gaps. In the institutional context of the classroom, teachers 

re expected to evaluate student contributions, usually in a third 

urn in so called IRE-sequences ( Mehan, 1979 ), which also involves 

motion work and affective stance taking ( Tainio & Laine, 2015 ). 

his also seems to be the case when the student performance con- 

ists of presenting self-assessments. In our data, the teacher’s sec- 

nd assessments mostly confirm the student displays, with refer- 

nce to their shared knowledge of the criteria. But on occasion, as 

as the case with Calle, the teacher’s second assessment down- 

rades the student’s self-assessment. This becomes more interac- 

ionally troublesome, evidenced in the teacher’s mitigation of the 

isplayed disagreement through a marked silence followed by the 

artially disconfirming particle “njae”(lines 23–24), which reveals 

hat she treats the downgrades as potentially face-threatening for 

he students. 

In line with what previous research on older students have 

hown ( Attenborough & Stokoe, 2012 ; Skovholt et al., 2019 ), as- 

essing own performance is at least equally interactionally de- 

anding for younger students. The three examples from the stu- 

ents’ perspective illustrate the social delicacy inherent in pub- 

icly making visible self-evaluations, where our analysis focuses 

n the very act of having to announce and account for a spe- 

ific grade level in relation to given criteria. In our analysis we 

ave showed how students, in different ways, manage interac- 

ional tensions and challenges in the local context of delivering 

elf-assessments. The delivery of self-deprecations seem more un- 

roblematic, such as where a student’s low self-assessment yields 

ffiliation, and contributes to an alliance-forming against a third- 

arty (the teaching). In cases where a student makes a claim for a 

n assessment above the minimal requirement, as in the second 

xample, the assessment is treated as an accountable action, or 

ven as hints at self-praise, and occasions demands for account- 

ng, and subsequent dismissal of the claim through teasing and 

oking. Finally, our third excerpt showed participants’ orientations 

o the epistemic asymmetry in teacher-student interactions, where 

he students self-assessments are delivered with disclaimers of un- 

ertainty and where the teacher’s downgrade in the teacher’s sec- 

nd assessment is produced as a dispreferred action, despite the 

iffering institutional roles of teachers and students. 

.2. Teachers-as-raters assessing student performance 

We now turn to our second empirical context: teachers re- 

ealing their professional judgements of student performance to 

olleagues. In our analysis of the four video-recorded moderation 

eetings, we have examined all sequences in which teachers-as- 

aters, in groups, reveal to each other their pre-marking grades of the 

wo learners. These announcement sequences generally take place 

ate in the meeting after the teachers have discussed, in general 

erms, the scoring rubrics in relation to the two learners. The fact 

hat the revelations of grades takes place late in the rater discus- 

ions is not entirely surprising, as each group has been instructed 

o fill out a joint assessment form with a consensus grading deci- 

ion before breaking up the meeting, and reaching agreement on a 

oint grade occasions the announcing of individual grading prefer- 

nces (see Sandlund & Sundqvist, 2019 ). For the sake of the present 
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Fig. 5. Configuration teachers’ moderation meeting. 
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Excerpt 4a. “One of the higher grades” [CASS_4]. 
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aper, and because the trajectories of revealing individual assess- 

ents are often extended, we have selected one of these four se- 

uences for presentation. In this sequence, we demonstrate how a 

rst grade revelation is treated as accountable by co-participants, 

nd how second and third revelations are stalled, as it gradualy 

ecomes evident that recipients disagree with the first (high) as- 

essment revealed. 

The excerpted sequence takes place late in the moderation 

eeting ( Fig. 5 ), but no candidate letter grades (A to F) have been

pecified up to this point. Overall, the teachers (in this case, Jen- 

ifer [JEN], Max [MAX] and Beth [BET]), have expressed that they 

re not entirely satisfied with the degree of paired interaction be- 

ween the two learners, and they have been collaboratively com- 

laining about what in conversation analytic terms could corre- 

pond to a lack of post-expansion (cf. Sandlund & Greer, 2020; 

andlund & Sundqvist, 2019 ) on prior turns: that is, that the stu- 

ents do not engage in or build on each other’s responses enough. 

hey have also agreed that the test-takers rely too much on the 

o-present teacher’s prompts, rather than volunteering topical con- 

ributions. With this prior talk in mind, it seems unlikely that the 

aters would expect announcement of the highest grade (A) from 

heir peers. However, as pass grades range from A to E (F as a fail

rade), there is still enough of a spectrum of grades to be assigned 

etween B and E to yield a degree of unexpectedness in the revela- 

ion of individual assessments. Immediately prior to the sequence 

n focus (lines 1–16), Beth has initiated talk on procedural mat- 

ers, where the teachers discuss how to proceed with the collab- 

rative grading and whether they should grade each assessment 

actor before assigning a holistic grade. As the sequence continues, 

ax self-selects in moving the procedure forward (line 17 below) 

ith a hearable orientation to the grading criteria. 

In line 18, Max specifically references the fact that for the 

rades E, C, and A, the scoring rubrics provide detailed descriptions 

f knowledge and abilities that a learner should have at each of the 

rade levels. 3 Max’ turn is produced rather slowly, with an intra- 

CU pause and elongated vowels, as if carefully deciding where he 

s heading with his turn during its production. Beth provides an ac- 

nowledgement token (line 19) with an intonation that shows that 

he is expecting Max to proceed. In line 20, Max initiates an im- 

ortant next step: the indication of a first assessment of the two 

earners in relation to the grading criteria. With his anhdu:h (.) I 

hink that it’s e: (.) e:h here the question is (.) in both ↑ cases th- that

:: one + of the high ↑ er grades, Max narrows down the scope of his

ndividual assessment decision as being a grade above the ‘middle’ 

which presumably means no lower than a C for both learners. 

he entirety of his turn is produced rather slowly, with a tenta- 

ive, try-marked intonation, as if testing the waters of the others’ 
3 For the grades in between, i.e., B and D, the instructions for assessment state 

hat, e.g. ‘most but not all’ of the criteria for the grade above should be reached. 

r

l

↑

11 
greement or disagreement while moving along with the interac- 

ional project at hand. 

Following upon Max’ partial revelation, there is only minimal 

ptake from Beth and Jennifer (lines 23–24) and a slight pause, 

hich could indicate an upcoming disagreement. Max’ possible ex- 

ansion in line 26 could be the initiation of an account for his 

rior claim, but it is overlapped by Beth’s request for a specifica- 

ion in line 27, which holds Max accountable for revealing a more 

xact grade in the sweeping continuum provided earlier ( ho:w high 

hen > are you thinkin’ ). While prompting Max to be more specific, 

he withholds her own assessment and/or agreement with Max’ 

nitial assessment). Both Jennifer and Beth now have their gaze on 

ax. 

Max, however, does not respond in alignment with Beth’s 

equest, but instead produces an assessment, with interspersed 

aughter, of the current interactional moment: ↑↑ ye::ah heh 

 NO::W .HHH exciting , which occasions laughter (lines 28–31). By 
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ormulating the moment as exciting , Max keeps the group in sus- 

ense while also displaying that what he is being asked to do 

s interactionally delicate. This is further evidenced in his gaze 

hift down to the table and away from his co-participants. As re- 

earch on the organization of laughter in social interaction has 

hown, invitations to laugh are frequently found in talk about trou- 

les ( Jefferson, 1984 ), in establishing conversational rapport and 

ntimacy ( Jefferson, Sacks & Schegloff, 1987 ), in displaying affili- 

tion/disaffiliation ( Drew, 1987 ; Glenn, 1995 ) and in dealing with 

elicate topics ( Haakana, 2001 ). While his co-participants indeed 

ake up the invitation to laugh with Max, the momentary tension 

ontinues in line 32, as Max continues his attempt to reveal an as- 

essment through consecutive acknowledgement tokens, intra-turn 

auses, and hesitation markers. 

However, Max’s revelation of an exact assessment is further 

talled, which is shown in Extract 4b below. 
Excerpt 4b. “Now I have said” [CASS_4]. 
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12 
In lines 33–38, Max builds on his prior partial disclosure of 

one of the higher grades”, and makes a claim that both learners, 

n his view, reach the criteria descriptors for the grade C “on all 

arts” (line 38). Continuing his turn, Max then narrows down the 

cope of his assessment further by accounting (rather unspecifi- 

ally) for how the learners’ talk displays features that disqualify 

hem from the highest grade (A). As a consequence, Max has made 

ublic his assessment of each learner as somewhere between a C 

nd a B (see lines 40–42). 

Max’s talk in the first half of Excerpt 4b is produced with 

epeated pausing, prolonged vowel sounds, and in a relatively 

low pace, as if he is carefully weighing his words in account- 

ng for the scope of his assessment. An abandoned upshot ini- 

iation (line 44, so that e:h ) is followed by an extended silence 

line 45), and two visible shifts in gaze from Beth – away from 

ax and down to the documents in front of her. The silence 

nd the lack of uptake or second assessments from Jen and Beth 

learly signal interactional trouble: when first assessments are pro- 

uced, second assessments are normatively expected (cf. Lindström 

 Mondada, 2009 ; Pomerantz, 1984 ). When no such second as- 

essment is forthcoming, potential disagreement with the first as- 

essment is projected (cf. Pudlinski, 2008 ). As such, Max now 

nds himself in a position where he has initiated the interac- 

ional project of delivering a first assessments, but where his co- 

nteractants do not display alignment with his project, nor do 

hey affiliate publicly with the stance taken in Max’s extended 

urn. 

As neither Beth nor Jen utilize the transition points made avail- 

ble up to line 45, Max shifts the stalled assessment activity into 

 procedural suggestion in line 46: Yeah why don’t we 〈 go ov ↑ er 〉
HHUH HUH [huh. His-proposal entails not only a procedural next 

tep – to go over either the criteria or their respective assessments, 

ut also make the others accountable for participating in the as- 

essment revelation process. As such, Max displays a noticing of 

he lack of uptake and acknowledgement, and implicitly also in- 

ites Jen and Beth to contribute to the task at hand. The turn- 

nal laughter has the characteristics of laughter in the context of 

roubles-talk (see Jefferson, 1984 ): it can be heard as Max dis- 

ancing himself from the delicacy at hand and that “he is man- 

ging; he is in good spirits and in a position to take the trouble 

ightly” (1984, p. 351). Evidence to the fact that this is also how it 

s heard by Jen and Beth is that they do not reciprocate his laugh- 

er, which is the preferred way of handling displayed trouble (cf. 

andlund, 2004 ; Jefferson, 1984 ). Max’s effort s still do not gen- 

rate any reciprocal action from co-participants. As a result per- 

aps, Max’s turn in line 4 8–4 9 explicitly pinpoints this account- 

bility by stating that he has done his part, so to speak: now I: 

 have said wha- the s(hh)tarting point (hh) wh(hh)at I(hh)[have-] 

hat started- from .HHH. Despite this second attempt to invite sec- 

nd assessments and actions, Beth and Jen still only provide min- 

mal acknowledgement response particles (lines 50–52), so the in- 

eractional trouble remains. Consequently, Max is left trying to de- 

ermine whether this lack of affiliation indeed signals upcoming 

isagreement. In line 53, this is exactly what Max addresses. In 

 turn, explicitly acknowledging that he does not know whether 

hey agree with him, he ends with a turn-final or, which relaxes 

he preference for an agreeing response and opens up for disagree- 

ent as well (cf. Drake, 2015 ). As we move in to the fourth and

nal part of this ‘revelation’ sequence, Jen initiates a response in 

ine 55, which continues in line 56 ( Excerpt 4c ). 

Still not revealing her own viewpoint, Jen asks a confirmation 

uestion (line 56), which orients to the basis for Max’s assessment 

evelation. Her what you had put there spontaneously in there ap- 

ears to check whether what Max has indicated was his ‘sponta- 

eous’ assessment of the two learners ( in there most likely refer- 

ing to the room the teachers were in when they listened to the 
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Excerpt 4c. “What you had put there spontaneously”[CASS_4]. 
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est recording and filled out a form with their initial ratings and 

otes). Max confirms Jen’s understanding (line 58, 60), also recy- 

ling her evaluative description spontaneously. The choice of a de- 

criptor here is relevant, we believe: by casting their individual as- 

essment work as spontaneously conducted, the assessments are 

arked as tentative and intuitive rather than firmly grounded in 

he scoring rubrics as a spontaneous assessment is open to further 

evision. 

In lines 60–63, Max finally mentions the letter grades previ- 

usly indicated more indirectly. In confirming Jen’s understanding, 

ax still indicates a range of grades ( I would say ∗nn ∗ somewhere 

e: be: ), but does explicitly state that there are only two grades on 

he six-grade scale left to consider. In line 62, just prior to Max’s 

ention of the grades C and B, Jen initiates her own assessment 

evelation, but clearly positions it in the same temporal frame as 

er confirmation question, using the past tense ( I had ) to mark that 

he too is drawing on her first, initial assessment prior to the joint 

ater meeting. She continues her abandoned turn in line 64 and 
13 
6 with her own revelation: she had assigned a D and a B, re- 

pectively. Max receives this announcement by repeating Jen’s as- 

essment embedded in a confirmation-type action, with a prosody 

ndicating that he treats her announcement as news (line 68) (cf. 

eritage, 1984 ; Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006 ). At the end of his 

urn, the mhm? marks receipt of a new understanding. In line 72, 

en produces an upshot of her announcement, again explicitly cast- 

ng her grades as spontaneous . At this point, we have learned that 

here is discrepancy on one of the learners between Max and Jen 

here Max had assigned a higher grade for the weaker learner as 

ompared to Jen. 

In line 74, Beth orients to the underlying accountability of pro- 

ucing a third announcement. Her .hja.hh I also had mostly dee: 

nd [dee: and] cee: reveals an assessment of the two learners even 

ne step lower than the two prior announcements – Beth had not 

ssigned a B grade to either learner, and agreed with Jen on the 

ower D grade for one of the learners. Again, Max receives the an- 

ouncement by confirming his uptake of the news ( oh you did ., line 

6). At this point in the interaction, all is revealed, and the dis- 

greement projected in the delays in producing second and third 

rade announcements is evident. 

Having examined the grade revelation process in this group of 

hree experienced English teachers, it is obvious that in this par- 

icular case, the revealing of a professional opinion to colleagues is 

 delicate project. As shown in Excerpts 4a - c , Max went first, and

lso happened to be the one who suggested a more positive as- 

essment of the learners in the test than his colleagues. We now 

now that Jen and Beth, on a falling scale, had been more severe in 

heir ratings, and that Max’s early indication ( Excerpt 4a ) of “one 

f the higher grades” projected an upcoming disagreement. As con- 

ersation analytic work has demonstrated over decades of empir- 

cal work, disagreement is interactionally dispreferred, and when 

ecessary, it is usually postponed, and produced with hesitation 

arkers, dysfluencies, and particles like well (cf. Greatbatch, 1992 ; 

omerantz, 1984 ). The withholding of second assessments and next 

nnouncements on part of co-participants may at first glance seem 

ncooperative – and places a great deal of the interactional work 

n Max. However, given the social dispreference pertaining to dis- 

greement, it is possible to see the lack of ‘support’ from Jen and 

eth in a new light – as sensitive orientations to the delicacy in- 

erent in challenging a professional peer on his or her professional 

ccomplishment. As the potential for disagreement becomes obvi- 

us to Jen and Beth early on (i.e. that Max reveals that his grade 

ill be from C and higher), this threat to the social smoothness 

ingers throughout the sequence. Max’s management of this inter- 

ctional trouble begins with explicitly attempting to place the ball 

n his co-participants’ court, and continues with his gradual display 

f an insight that they may not agree with his professional opinion, 

hich causes him to open up for disagreement as a possible re- 

ponse. Furthermore, the assigning of Max as the ‘first revealer’ is 

ccasioned by a discussion of procedural matters, and where Max 

nitiates a description of a general assessment. Once this claim has 

een made public, Beth treats it as incomplete, as Max has not re- 

ealed an exact grade. The potential delicacy of the announcement 

s further underlined in Max’s assessment of the current state of 

ffairs as exciting , and Max also orients to the lack of reactions and 

econd assessments as a request for accounts for the grade range 

resented. Consequently, the extended and trouble-laden grade an- 

ouncement sequence is collaboratively accomplished and not the 

utcome of the actions of one participant. However, we find the 

tepwise and gradual treading toward a letter grade announce- 

ent does indicate that participants are not only engaged in some 

eutral professional activity. Instead, in revealing their professional 

pinions to each other, they also have to manage and negotiate 

heir professional identities, in which revealing a professional as- 

essment that deviates substantially from co-present colleagues is 
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isky business and poses a threat to the participants’ professional 

dentity in interaction. 

. Discussion 

Even though research on assessment practices covers a broad 

pectrum of different activities and perspectives, there is a lack of 

nowledge on how assessments or grades are discussed, negoti- 

ted, delivered, and responded to at the micro-level, in situated 

nteractions between students and teachers. In line with previous 

onversation analytic work on students’ self-assessments in feed- 

ack sessions ( Skovholt et al., 2019 ), this paper has focused on 

ome interactional challenges that teachers and students, in sit- 

ations, face when participating in collaborative assessment talk. 

hile the findings from Skovholt et al. mainly focused on students’ 

elf-assessments in formative activities, the conversations exam- 

ned in this paper center on summative assessment, where the 

urpose of the conversations, broadly, could be described as activ- 

ties for developing assessment literacy ( Popham, 2009 ). As such, 

he interactions examined, for students in the classroom, as well 

s for the teachers-as-raters, centered on developing shared under- 

tandings of given criteria in relation to task performances in na- 

ional tests. Consequently, the findings of the present study offers a 

indow into how summative assessments (in this case, specifically 

n relation to performances on national tests) are communicated 

nd accounted for in educational assessment talk. 

Our analyses of interactions around the announcement of sum- 

ative assessments revealed that making a summative claim about 

 performance entails navigating appropriate levels of self-praise 

r self-deprecation (students), and the gradual accounting for 

n initial assessment claim which monitors the reactions of co- 

articipants (teachers-as-raters). The detailed CA analysis shows 

ow both teachers and students in these specific institutional con- 

exts rely on shared members’ methods ( Garfinkel, 1967 ) for these 

alancing acts. We saw how disclosing a specific grade indeed 

s a judgement on performance, which in turn is treated as a 

ensitive and socially delicate business. As such, the social con- 

erns – such as the locally displayed identities as raters, stu- 

ents, and classmates – are carefully oriented to in all the se- 

uences examined. As CA work has convincingly shown, positive 

elf-assessments puts the speaker at risk of being accused of brag- 

ing ( Pomerantz, 1978 ; Skovholt et al., 2019 ; Speer, 2012 ), and we

aw how students treated grades above the passing limit as ac- 

ountable actions, requiring ‘evidence’ from the claimer of such an 

ssessment. We could also observe how initial self-deprecating as- 

essments were relatively unproblematic, and generated affiliative 

ctions from other students. On the other hand, empirical work 

as shown that there is a general preference for disagreeing with 

omeone else’s self-deprecating talk ( Pomerantz, 1984 ) so that a 

egative self-assessment is usually upgraded or rejected by co- 

articipants. Both types of assessment can create interactionally 

elicate moments and require careful treading. However, assess- 

ents of performance is at the core of education, and as such, 

igh grades, discursively and implication-wise, carry more value 

han mediocre or low grades. In this respect, for students there 

s a double burden of managing conflicting expectations between 

nteractional (peer affiliation) and institutional (high-stakes evalu- 

tions) norms. 

In our examination of summative assessment announcements 

n a group of teachers-as-raters, we noted how a first grade assess- 

ent delivered by one participant turned out to be higher than the 

ubsequent ones, and that co-participants delayed their disagree- 

ent, which also demonstrates the principle of preference orga- 

ization in operation, as disagreements tend to be delayed, mit- 

gated, and produced in dispreferred formats ( Pomerantz, 1984 ). 

hile the teachers fulfill the task they have been asked to per- 
14 
orm in the group, their collaborative accomplishment of the as- 

essment revelations show that interactional challenges are contin- 

ously monitored and managed. While students are revealing their 

wn assessment of their performance on a test task, the teachers, 

onversely, are revealing a glimpse of their professional assessment 

ompetence as they disclose their evaluations of the two students’ 

est performance. As such, while the issues making the assessment 

evelations may be delicate for different reasons, all four examples 

how that revealing summative assessments has its interactional 

isks. 

In all the examples examined, the collaborative discussions 

learly center around epistemic aspects tied to the participants’ in- 

titutional roles as students and teachers, respectively. As demon- 

trated previously by conversation analysts, assessments in interac- 

ion inevitably entail negotiations about epistemic rights ( Heritage 

 Raymond, 2005 ). However, these epistemic negotiations are 

layed out differently in the different constellations, where the 

tudent-to-student interactions as well as the teacher-to-teacher 

nteraction seem to require more negotiations of the relative epis- 

emic rights in the group as compared to the teacher-student inter- 

ction. Hence, features of epistemic asymmetry seem to be salient 

or how collaborative assessment talk is managed in interactions. 

n the example involving students and their class teacher, the in- 

eraction featured an obvious epistemic asymmetry based on the 

articipants’ different institutional positions, where the discussion 

ainly evolved around the teacher’s second assessments of the 

tudents’ proposed grades. This was observable in frequent miti- 

ations and discursive markers of uncertainty in their announce- 

ents, showing that participants’ treated this practice as trouble- 

ome. As a result, it seems that elaborated discussions about dif- 

erent interpretations did not occur. Discussions between partici- 

ants on an equal level, where the relative epistemic rights be- 

ween peers (the students) and colleagues (the teachers) is less 

xplicit, were different in the sense that they resulted in differ- 

nt trajectories for students and for teachers-as-raters. For stu- 

ents, we saw the accomplishment of affiliative work against a 

hird party, as well as playful banter and laughter. For the teachers, 

t became clear how revealing judgements challenges social and 

tructural preferences for agreement and, in line with the findings 

f Raclaw and Ford (2017) , the potential threat of differing views 

esulted in a lengthy revelation sequence where the lack of dis- 

layed agreement yielded accounting, and finally, the revelation of 

isagreement. 

An interesting observation across the two datasets is that for 

he student groups, going too low rather than too high appears 

nteractionally safer, as a high initial assessment produces a risk 

f being held accountable for self-praise. For teachers in this par- 

icular case, rater leniency (a higher grade in this case) seems to 

equire more accounting than rater severity when the second and 

hird grade announcements are lower than the first (cf. Sandlund & 

undqvist, 2019 ). As such, it appears as if across our data, high as- 

essments of performance are treated as more interactionally prob- 

ematic. While this is understandable in light of constraints against 

elf-praise for students, something else is at play in the interac- 

ions between teacher professionals. Whether it is the disagree- 

ent on evaluations as such, or that rater severity is equated with 

 higher degree of professionalism (cf. ( In press )) remains to be 

urther examined in other contexts. We also saw how participants 

anage the risks of disagreement, and the displays of professional 

ssessment knowledge displayed in grade disclosures, through in- 

eractional preparatory work and the stepwise manner in which 

pinions are revealed. In line with previous research (c.f. ( Marra, 

012; Matre & Solheim, 2016; Pier et al., 2018; Raclaw & Ford, 

017 )), we find that disagreement in moderation activities is chal- 

enging and that the interactional measures that participants take 

o the work of mitigating the differences. 
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To conclude, our findings reveal that the great faith in collab- 

rative assessment practices and in assessment literacy-promoting 

ctivities, for both teachers and students, is challenged in terms of 

heir effectiveness by social and interactional norms. Announcing 

 certain score is not a neutral claim, but for teachers a profes- 

ional judgement ( Allal, 2013 ), which can put issues of epistemic 

uthority and professional identity at stake. In the student exam- 

le, making self-assessments involves the risk of either display- 

ng your faults and weaknesses or of being accused of bragging. 

his finding is in line with Attenborough and Stokoe’s (2012) ob- 

ervations on how “students routinely avoid positive assessments 

f their tasks” (p. 11) in effort s to avoid positioning themselves 

s either too clever or too much below average. The detailed in- 

estigation of the interactional challenges that these kind of se- 

uences invoke shows that social norms seem to override, or at 

east complicate, institutional objectives of developing assessment 

iteracy through assessment practice activities. These challenges we 

oint at do not rule out that these kinds of collaborative discus- 

ions could be important as learning opportunities. What we have 

emonstrated, however, is that collaborative assessment practices 

esigned to improve assessment literacy and learning may not nec- 

ssarily generate the intended outcomes as various interactional 

oncerns play a central role in publicly revealing claims about per- 

ormance. As such, our findings call for a greater awareness of 

he interactional constraints at play in such collaborative assess- 

ent so that the time invested in them is warranted in relation to 

he purpose and expected outcome – for students as well as for 

eachers. 
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